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CFPB SPEAKS
Any of with us with a need to know about TRID have, by this time, sat, listened and read
through volumes of material on how to comply with this intricate and complex Rule.
Today five representatives from the CFPB Office of Regulations conducted a webinar
answering 22 questions commonly submitted for response to the CFPB. For those of us
who were not aware of the webinar or were too busy trying to comply with TRID to
participate (a small amount of gallows humor, sorry), we thought we would recommend
it to your attention. It is to be archived and should be available to listen to in full at
http://www.webcaster4.com/Webcast/Page/577/13784.
The presentation was much too detailed in its content to be appropriate for summary,
even though it was only an hour long. However, we did think that we would give you
some of the questions discussed, in case you didn’t participate and the topics might
peak your interest.
So here are some of the more interesting or at least significant:
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What must be disclosed on the LE and CD.



When an additional 3-day waiting period is required because of changes to the
APR or Finance Charge.



The proper way to disclose lender credits and seller credits.



How to calculate and disclose the TIP.



The proper way to disclose flood insurance on the LE and CD.



How to handle balances of escrow accounts in refinance transactions.



The CFPB addressed specific questions concerning the interplay and
requirements for seller disclosures and the CD.



The proper disclosure of whether the loan is “assumable”, the disclosure of
property taxes (No you shouldn’t put down 0 on the LE), and credits for prepaid
costs which end up with a surplus (over pay).

If you didn’t attend and any of these areas touch a nerve, we highly recommend you
“tune in”.
The Lenders Update is published via e-mail as a complimentary service to our friends and clients in the financial industry throughout
California and the United States.
Only those persons who have personally requested this newsletter
are on our distribution list.
SHOULD YOU NOT WISH TO CONTINUE TO RECEIVE THIS SERVICE,
PLEASE JUST SEND US AN EMAIL TO “OP-OUT” AT:
special@altandassociates.com
ALSO, SHOULD YOU HAVE COLLEAGUES WHO WISH TO BE ADDED TO THIS COMPLIMENTARY SERVICE,
PLEASE HAVE THEM E-MAIL US AT:
special@altandassociates.com
ALT & ASSOCIATES provides regulatory, compliance, operational advice and transactional assistance, as well as litigation
representation, to the financial services industry. Over the past three decades, members of the firm have represented Institutional
Lenders and Mortgage Bankers and Brokers in all aspects of their operations.
If you have any questions please contact:
David J. Alt, Esq.
David.j.alt@altandassociates.com
You may view previous issues on our website at:
www.altandassociates.com
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